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Abstract 

Nasogastric tube (NGT) placement is an essential clinical skill. The training is 

conventionally performed on rubber mannequins albeit practical limitations. Computer 

simulation with haptic feedback can potentially offer a more realistic and accessible training 

method. However, the complex interactions between the tube and the nasogastric passage make 

it difficult to model the haptic feedback during NGT placement. In this paper, a fuzzy-logic-

based approach is proposed to directly transfer the experience of clinicians in NGT placement 

into the simulation system. Based on their perception of the varying tactile sensation and the 

conditions during NGT placement, the membership functions and fuzzy rules are defined to 

develop the force model. Forces created using the model are then combined with friction forces 

to drive the haptic device and render the insertion forces in real time. A prototype simulator is 

developed based on the proposed force model and the implementation details are presented. The 

usability of the prototype is also evaluated by clinical teachers. The proposed methodology has 

the potential for developing computerized NGT placement training methods for clinical 

education. It is also applicable for simulation systems involving complicated force interactions or 

computation-expensive models.  
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1. Introduction 

Nasogastric tube (NGT) placement is an essential clinical procedure which involves the 

insertion of a plastic tube into the stomach for feeding or drainage. In the procedure, clinicians 

need to carefully insert the NGT through the nostril, nasal cavity, pharynx and 

finally reaching the stomach (see

has led to serious complications

[1].  

Fig. 
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replicate human anatomy and reproduce the tactile feeling in a realistic manner. In this regard, it 

is helpful if the training can be computerized

clinical education. Here, haptic feedback is an essential component of the computer
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Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of NGT placement. 
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nasogastric passage, simulating the forces during the insertion procedure presents a major 

challenge.   

While physic-based simulation methods such as finite element method (FEM) and mass-

spring system (MSS) have been successfully applied in many medical simulation applications [2, 

3], it is non-trivial to employ these methods for NGT placement simulation considering the 

anatomical complexity of the nasogastric passage and the tube-passage interactions. Compared to 

other medical instruments, e.g. needle, catheter or trocar, NGT is more flexible in its operation 

that makes it more complicated to simulate the insertion. Besides, the computation also needs to 

be fast enough, at a refresh rate of 1 kHz, in order to simulate the haptic feedback in a smooth 

and natural way. Nevertheless, haptic simulation using computation-intensive methods like FEM 

can be achieved in real time with the better hardware available nowadays or using alternative 

approaches [4]. Despite the theoretical rigor, the physics-based approaches still require accurate 

identification of the model parameters for realistic simulation. In the case of NGT insertion, the 

identification is practically not straightforward as it is necessary to measure the in-vivo insertion 

forces under varying clinical conditions, e.g. the degree of lubrication, nasogastric anatomy, neck 

flexion angle and the insertion depth. Hence, the accuracy of the physics-based models would 

eventually be undermined by the unavailability of accurate model parameters. 

Simplification of the computation in physics-based methods is also proposed. For 

example, a computation-efficient analytical model involving Coulomb friction force, viscous 

force and collision force has been developed to simulate the insertion of a catheter in 

nasotracheal suctioning [5]. The nasotracheal passage is also simplified as a cylindrical tube of 

constant radius and the pressure is evenly distributed along the tube. However, the setting of the 

model parameters and the realism of the simplified model remains a question.  
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Another possible approach is to adopt data-driven models. Data-driven models are not 

only computationally efficient for the real-time performance, but also suitable for handling 

complex simulation scenarios [6]. In the approach, the behavior of simulated objects is modeled 

based on the data measured on the real objects, or pre-computed offline using computational 

algorithms. Then, the offline data are used to generate the visual and kinesthetic responses of the 

simulated objects in real time. However, a large amount of data is usually required in this 

approach and the data may not be readily available, e.g. it is difficult to measure the insertion 

force data on patients in vivo during the NGT placement process. In our previous work [4], an 

offline simulation approach was adopted to obtain the relationship between the insertion depth 

and insertion force based on a non-linear FEM. The pre-computed data were then used to 

generate the forces in real-time simulation.  However, in this approach it is difficult to consider 

other factors like the tube lubrication and the patient’s neck flexion.   

Given the difficulties in using the conventional methods to develop NGT insertion force 

model, alternative approaches are investigated in this paper. In practice, nurses are able to 

perform NGT placement properly based on their knowledge of the nasogastric anatomy, their 

previous intubation experience, and the en route tactile feeling. Leveraging the knowledge of 

clinical experts to develop the insertion force model empirically is deemed a viable approach. 

Hence, fuzzy logic system is investigated in attempt to directly capitalize the expert knowledge 

for the development of the force model. By taking advantage of the fuzzy systems, clinical 

experts can use linguistic terms to define the specific characteristics of the NGT placement 

process. Their knowledge and experience can then be used to develop the force model.  

The rest of the paper is arranged as follows. First, the work related to the proposed fuzzy-

logic-based force models is reviewed in Section 2. The fuzzy-logic-based force model proposed 
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for simulating the forces during NGT placement is discussed in Section 3, followed by the haptic 

rendering method as explained in Section 4. The development and assessment of the prototype 

haptic simulation system for NGT placement is discussed in Section 5. Discussions and 

conclusions are presented in the last two sections respectively. 

 

2. Related Work 

Many efficient and stable haptic rendering approaches have been proposed, including god 

object [7], proxy [8], virtual coupling [9], multi-rate [10], voxel sampling [11], SQ-Map [12], etc. 

They are usually applied to the scenarios where simple or rigid tools are used. For the 

simulations of the interactions between thin deformable tools and soft tissues, e.g. simulations of 

catheter insertion, these methods are not directly applicable. Catheter insertion is usually assisted 

by a stiff yet flexible guide wire. Many physics-based models have been proposed for simulating 

the guide wires, for example, energy minimization [13] [14], finite beam element [15], mass-

spring [16], and Cosserat elastic rod [17] [18]. However, since NGT is hollow, more flexible and 

thus easily bent, it is unclear if these physically based models could be directly applied to the 

simulation of NGT intubation. Furthermore, NGT insertion also involves ad-hoc clinical 

arrangements, e.g. tube lubrication, flexion of patient’s neck and swallowing. Here, we explore 

the use of fuzzy-logic-based force models which can take multiple mechanical and clinical 

factors into consideration in the simulation. There has been a substantial amount of literature on 

the application of fuzzy logic for haptic rendering with robots [19-23], and on the prediction of 

forces in machining planning [24, 25]. A review of fuzzy-logic-based force models employed to 

simulate tissue response in the context of medical simulation is presented below.  
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An adaptive neural fuzzy inference system (ANFIS) was developed to model soft-tissue 

deformation [26], where the displacement of real tissues due to forces was tracked by optical 

markers using motion capture system. The force and position data of the central marker were 

used as the inputs of the ANFIS and the positions of the other markers as the outputs. A learning 

algorithm was used to tune the fuzzy sets using the measured data, whereas fuzzy logic was used 

to directly encode expert knowledge by using rules based on linguistic terms. The trained ANFIS 

achieved satisfactory results in estimating the marker trajectories.  

Modeling of mass-spring-based soft-tissue deformation was also performed using neuro-

fuzzy model [27, 28]. With a fuzzy system built using medical terms, knowledge of medical 

experts on soft tissue deformation was transferred into the simulation system to define the visual 

and haptic tissue response. In the model, the fuzzy-system was used to derive the parameters of 

the mass-spring network and thus the definition of the behavior of the simulated tissues. On the 

other hand, an artificial recurrent neural network was used to model the process of the simulation. 

With the neuro-fuzzy system, the simulator achieved a high level of realism. 

Simulation of surgical cutting forces has also taken advantage of neural fuzzy modeling 

techniques. In a study, with cutting depth and velocity as the inputs of the model, and cutting 

force as the output, the parameters of the fuzzy sets were learned and optimized using a back-

propagation algorithm [29]. The fuzzy haptic model achieved more realistic and smooth haptic 

display than conventional methods like hybrid models that combine finite element model and 

motion dynamics [30]. In a similar work where the inputs to the fuzzy system were the tissue 

stiffness and the forces exerted by users, and the output was the cutting depth [31], robust and 

real-time tissue cutting simulation was achieved and the results were consistent with the 

measured data. However, the fuzzy-logic-based method only captured the static cutting 
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properties and did not sufficiently embody the transient. A hybrid model combining fuzzy logic 

and the Kelvin rheological model was then proposed [32], with the former used to model the 

multivariate and non-linear static properties of cutting and the latter for the transient effects. The 

model produced more realistic simulation than that using the Kelvin model or the fuzzy logic 

based model alone. 

Fuzzy system has also been developed to map electromyogram (EMG) signals to the 

forces generated by human arm muscles [33, 34]. Three kinds of muscle behaviors were 

implemented with fuzzy logic, namely, passive force-length behavior, active force-length 

behavior, and force-velocity behavior. In the model, a neuro-fuzzy system was used to adapt the 

model with experimental data [33], whereas a genetic algorithm was used to identify the 

appropriate parameters of the membership functions [34]. The fuzzy system was robust against 

noise and was able to model the uncertainties in the muscle signals.  

3. The Fuzzy-Logic-Based Force Model 

As fuzzy systems have demonstrated promising potential for haptic force modeling, a 

fuzzy-logic-based approach is proposed in this paper for NGT placement simulation. The general 

idea of fuzzy systems is first presented here. A fuzzy inference system (FIS) uses fuzzy logic to 

map the given inputs to the outputs. A very common FIS is the Mamdani system [35]. It consists 

of three conceptual components: a rule base; a dictionary to define the membership functions; 

and a reasoning mechanism to perform the inference procedure based on the rules and derive an 

output. In general, six steps are involved to compute the output of the Mamdani FIS: 1) define a 

set of fuzzy rules; 2) fuzzify the inputs using the input membership functions; 3) combine the 

fuzzified inputs using the fuzzy rules to obtain the rule strength; 4) compute the consequences of 

the rules by combining the rule strength and the output membership function; 5) combine the 
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consequences to get an output distribution; 6) defuzzify the output distribution to get a crisp 

output. This standard approach is adopted by the proposed NGT placement simulator. Instead of 

rigorous physical or mathematical formulation, the approach provides a simple yet effective 

means for modeling complex systems based on vague or inexact information. It relies on the 

empirical knowledge of users rather than the technical understanding of the systems [36], where 

the system behavior can be approximated when analytical or numerical solutions are not 

unavailable [37]. Hence, FIS is considered to be applicable for modeling the insertion forces in 

the NGT placement simulation. By consulting the clinical experience of experts in NGT 

placement, it is concluded that neck flexion angle (NFA), lubrication of NGT, insertion speed, 

and insertion depth (i.e. the position of tube inside the nasogastric passage) are the major factors 

determining the required insertion force, while other factors such as the diameter of the NGT and 

the body temperature are relatively minor or not relevant. These four parameters are therefore 

used as the inputs of the proposed fuzzy-logic-based force model, and the only output is the 

insertion force (see Fig. 2). Details of the four inputs will be further discussed in the following 

sub-sections.  

 
Fig. 2. Structure of the fuzzy-logic-based force model. 

 

The crisp inputs are first fuzzified through the membership functions. They are then fed 

into the inference engine for evaluation based upon the fuzzy rule base. The outputs obtained 

from the inference engine are then defuzzified to get the final crisp output. To construct the 
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fuzzy system for modeling the insertion forces, the fuzzy rules as well as the membership 

functions defining the fuzzy sets are iteratively adjusted by expert clinicians based on the 

difference between their experience and the simulation results [38]. The definition of the 

membership functions and the fuzzy rules are presented in Section 3.1 and 3.2 respectively. The 

mechanism of fuzzy inference and the proposed fuzzy-logic-based force model are discussed in 

Section 3.3 and Section 3.4. 

3.1 Membership Functions 

A fuzzy set is described by a membership function with values in the interval [0, 1]. It 

defines the degree of membership of a variable expressed with a linguistic term. The closer to 

unity the degree of membership is, the more the predicate is satisfied. In addition, a fuzzy set 

also defines the semantics of linguistic variables, where graphs are used to represent the degree 

of truth for each input. For the four-input-single-output system in the study, trapezoidal 

membership functions are used because they are the commonly used for FIS, and their shapes 

can be tuned in an intuitively and convenient way simply by adjusting the positions of the 

vertices (see Fig. 3) when compared other membership functions such as Gaussian functions. 

 

Meanwhile, the input membership values are used as weighting factors by the fuzzy rules 

to determine their contributions to the fuzzy output sets. Typical membership function 

construction methods include polling, interval estimation, membership exemplification, pair-

wise comparison, fuzzy clustering [39], neural fuzzy [40, 41] and organizing map [42]. In this 

study, polling and fuzzy clustering, commonly used in fuzzy modeling, are employed to 

construct membership functions. In the construction of the membership functions, expert nurses 

need to rate their level of agreement using questionnaires, the use of the polling approaches 
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therefore fit naturally in the situations. Fuzzy clustering is favorable for the flexibility that a data 

point can be modeled to have a probability of belonging to two overlapping clusters. 

3.1.1  Lubrication  

In clinical practice, lubricant is applied to the exterior of the NGT to reduce the friction 

during insertion. In the proposed system, the degree of lubrication is defined within the range 

from 0 to 1, with 0 denoting the worst lubrication condition and 1 be the best. The membership 

functions of lubrication are shown in Fig. 3(a).  
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Fig. 3. Membership functions of (a) lubrication, (b) neck flexion angle, (c) insertion depth, (d) insertion speed, and 

(e) insertion force.  
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3.1.2 Neck Flexion Angle  

NFA also plays an important role in determining the insertion force. Flexing the neck 

forward can prevent the tube from entering the trachea and facilitate smooth insertion [43]. Here, 

the angle is defined within the range from 0 to 90 degrees, with 0 degree referring to neutral 

upright position without flexion, and 90 degrees indicating the neck being fully flexed forward. 

The membership functions of NFA are shown in Fig. 3(b).  

3.1.3 Insertion Depth 

During NGT placement, clinicians are attentive to the specific locations along the 

nasogastric passage where large insertion forces may be perceived. These locations include 

pyriform sinuses and arytenoid cartilage [44], for example, which serves as haptic landmarks 

suggesting the current position of the tube during the blind placement process. It is therefore of 

clinical significance to estimate the location of the tube by referring to the anatomical structure 

that the tube has reached, rather than the length of tube that has been inserted into the nasogastric 

passage. Hence, the locations that the tip of the tube would reach are defined in terms of 5 

concatenating anatomical regions, i.e. nasal cavity, nasopharynx, oropharynx, laryngopharynx 

and esophagus, based on the convention commonly adopted in practice by clinicians. The 

corresponding depths of the regions are obtained with reference to the Visible Human Project 

dataset [45]. The size of the sagittal image for the whole body is 1216×5164 pixels, with a 

resolution of 0.33 mm/pixel. The image of the upper part of the body is shown in Fig. 4. The 

blue curve represents an NGT fully inserted through the passage into the stomach and the 5 

regions are marked using the red circles. Starting from the nose, the first curve segment between 

the first and the second red circles represents the section of the tube residing in the nasal cavity; 

the second curve segment residing in the nasopharynx; the third segment in the oropharynx; the 
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fourth and the fifth in the laryngopharynx and the esophagus respectively; and the last segment 

in the stomach. The change of insertion force due to the section of the tube in the stomach is 

assumed to have negligible contribution to the overall insertion force. The membership functions 

of insertion depth along the passage are measured with reference to the image, as shown in Fig. 3 

(c).  

 
Fig. 4. Estimation of NGT insertion depth by making measurements on a sagittal image of the Visible Human 

dataset (The image displayed is down-sampled and adjusted to improve visibility).  

 

3.1.4 Insertion Speed 

From classical dynamics, the tube insertion force is related to the insertion speed by the 

characteristics of the system, e.g. damping and viscosity. In the study, the knowledge of 

experienced clinicians is capitalized to define the membership functions of the insertion speed 

experimentally. The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 5. The haptic device employed is the 

Geomagic Touch, with 6 degrees-of-freedom positional inputs and 3 degree-of-freedom force 

output.  
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Fig. 5. The experimental setup for obtaining the membership functions of the insertion speed and insertion force. 

Four advanced practice nurses were recruited as subjects (S1 to S4) to participate in the 

experiments. They are all registered nurses with more than 10 years of NGT placement 

experiences. The subjects are right-handed, with no haptic deficit and previous experience in 

using haptic devices. They were required to hold the stylus of the haptic device and move it 

horizontally to emulate insertion at three levels of speed as described by linguistic terms, i.e. 

slow, medium or fast, with one experiment for each speed level. They performed the action by 

referring to their previous experience, and by imagining as if they were inserting a real tube at a 

certain speed level, respectively, in the placement operation. At each speed level, the subjects 

performed the insertion consecutively four times. The recorded insertion speed for “fast insertion” 

is shown in Fig. 6. It is clear from the figures that the subjects had different perceptions of the 

insertion speed, with subject S4 performing relatively slower in all the experiments. The speed 

variation of subject S1 is larger than the other subjects, whereas the speed of S2 remains 

relatively more consistent.  The statistical data of insertion speed are given in Table 1. 
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(a) (b) 

 
(c)                                                                                                 (d) 

 Fig. 6. Experiments of insertion speed at fast level for four subjects: (a) S1; (b) S2; (c) S3; (d) S4. 

Table 1 Insertion speed (mm/s) of the three experiments. 
 

Speed Level 

Subject 

S1 S2 S3 S4 

Mean (SD) Mean (SD) Mean (SD) Mean (SD) 

Slow 46.0 (17.1) 121.1 (35.7) 57.9 (18.1) 31.1 (8.9) 

Medium 129.2 (40.1) 168.9 (61.6) 106.0 (25.0) 38.0 (13.8) 

Fast 256.7 (102.1) 180.3 (92.4) 170.7 (55.0) 44.4 (18.7) 

  

In this study, Fuzzy C-Means method (FCM) [46] is adopted to construct the membership 

functions of insertion speed by partitioning a finite number of data points into a collection of 

fuzzy clusters based on the objective function J as follows, 

� = ∑ ∑ ��,�
��

���

�

��� |�� − ��|
� ,  (1) 

where n is the number of elements, c is the number of clusters, µ is the fuzzy membership degree, 

m is a fuzziness factor (a value > 1), Pi is the i
th

 element value, Vk is the centroid of the k
th

 cluster, 

and |Pi – Vk| is the Euclidean distance between Pi and Vk. The data from the experiments were fed 
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into the FCM, where the degree of membership of each data point to each cluster center was 

calculated by the distance between the cluster center and the data point. Fig. 7 shows the 

clustering results for the four subjects. The results indicate that the center points with 

membership value 1 and the end points with value 0 can be obtained as shown in Fig. 8. The 

trapezoidal membership functions are then constructed by averaging, as shown in Fig. 3(d).  

 
 (a)  (b) 

 
 (c)  (d) 

Fig. 7. Clustering of insertion speeds using FCM for the four subjects: (a) S1, (b) S2, (c) S3 and (d) S4. 
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Fig. 8. Membership functions constructed from the results of FCM. 

3.1.5 Insertion Force 

The membership functions of the insertion force are also defined experimentally based on 

the experience of the four subjects. The same experiment setup shown in Fig. 5 was adopted. In 

the experiments, the subjects were asked to hold the stylus of the haptic device horizontally, 

where a force was pushing against the participants via the stylus. The pushing force was 

increased from 0.1 N to 1.7 N with an increment of 0.1 N per step. In each step, the subject was 

asked to feel the pushing force by moving the stylus horizontally forward, and then indicate the 

magnitude of the force based on their previous experience in real NGT placement using one of 

the five linguistic terms, “Very Small”, “Small”, “Medium”, “Large” and “Very Large”.  

The results of the force perception experiment are given in Table 2. It is found that a 

force of magnitude 1.1 N is the upper bound of insertion force experienced by the subjects in real 

NGT placement operations. A voting mechanism was used to map the forces of different 

magnitudes to the corresponding linguistic terms. For example, two subjects agreed that a force 

of 0.2 N was “Very Small”, while the same force magnitude was considered to be “Small” and 

“Medium” respectively by the other subjects. The voting system was defined such that a 

candidate won by obtaining half of the votes or more. Therefore, 0.2 N was classified as a “Very 

Small” force with 2 out of the 4 subjects voted for it. However, a tie might occur, e.g. all the 
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subjects had different views on the strength of a force of 0.3 N. In that case, since the force in the 

experiment was monotonically increasing at each step, the linguistic term describing the next 

higher level of strength would be chosen. Hence, in the example given above, 0.3N was 

classified as “Small”. Based on this voting mechanism, the membership functions of insertion 

force were constructed, which is shown in Fig. 3(e). 

Table 2 Perception of NGT insertion force by the subjects. 
 

Force (N) 

Linguistic terms chosen to describe the strength of the force 

Very Small Small Medium Large Very Large 

0.1 3 1 0 0 0 

0.2 2 1 1 0 0 

0.3 1 1 1 1 0 

0.4 0 2 1 0 1 

0.5 0 0 2 1 1 

0.6 0 0 2 1 1 

0.7 0 0 1 2 1 

0.8 0 0 1 1 2 

0.9 0 0 0 2 2 

1.0 0 0 0 1 3 

1.1 0 0 0 0 4 

 

 

3.2 Fuzzy Rule Base 

The fuzzy rule base is composed of a set of linguistic rules that are obtained based upon 

the knowledge of experts. They are in the form of the “IF-THEN” rules. A questionnaire was 

designed for constructing the fuzzy rule base of the proposed system by exploiting the 

knowledge of the subjects in NGT placement. The linguistic variables used in the fuzzy logic 

system were explained to make clear their specific meaning. A diagram showing the larynx and 

the surrounding anatomic structures was also attached as a reference for the subjects to better 

relate the position of the NGT with respect to the overall nasogastric passage. The questionnaire 

contained 45 items, each describing a certain condition during NGT placement (IF part) and 

asking the subject to indicate the strength of the insertion force under such condition (THEN 

part). According to the experience of individual subject, a rule can be added to or removed from 

the rule base using a simple fuzzy rule editor provided by the system, which will be described in 
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Section 5. The questionnaire and the fuzzy rules defined based on the knowledge of subject S4 

are shown respectively in Table A1 and Table A2 of the Appendix.  

 

 

3.3 Fuzzy Inference 

Fuzzy inference is a procedure for deriving conclusions from a set of fuzzy rules [47]. 

Once all the crisp inputs, i.e. tube lubrication, neck flexion angle, insertion depth and insertion 

speed, have been fuzzified into the corresponding linguistic values, according to the fuzzy rule 

base, the inference engine derives values for the linguistic variables. The two main steps in this 

process are aggregation and composition, referring to the computation of the values of the IF 

(antecedent) part of the rules, and the values of the THEN (consequent) part respectively. In the 

aggregation step, the degree of truth for each input in the IF part is calculated as the antecedent 

values, based on the degree of membership of the corresponding linguistic term. In the 

composition step, the results of the antecedent evaluation are applied to the membership function 

of the consequent (insertion force) by using clipping or scaling [48]. Then, the membership 

functions of all the rule consequents previously clipped or scaled are combined to form a single 

fuzzy set. When the single output fuzzy set is derived, the defuzzifier generates the final crisp 

values from the output linguistic values, via defuzzification by computing the "fuzzy centroid" of 

the area of the output fuzzy set.  

3.4 The Generalized Force Model 

The force model developed based on the approach described above is largely dependent 

on the definition of the fuzzy rules by individual subjects. Each subject tuned the membership 

functions and modified the fuzzy rules iteratively until a force model that can produce a tactile 

feeling in agreement with that in the previous NGT placement was obtained. Since variations in 
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the experience of the subjects can yield different rules and thus leading to differences in the 

insertion force generated by the models, the contribution of the insertion force due to individual 

subjects, as obtained from the corresponding force models, are averaged to obtain the 

generalized simulated insertion force. In the generalized model, the insertion force F is 

calculated by: 

���,	, 
, �� =
�

	
∑ �����,

	
�

���                            (2) 

where v is the insertion speed, d is the insertion depth, l is the degree of lubrication, and a is the 

neck flexion angle, Fi is the force model derived from the rule set Ri of the i
th

 subject.  Here, it is 

assumed that that the insertion force model is developed with expert clinicians and their level of 

experience is similar such that the model can be obtained by averaging over the individual 

models. As the goal is to develop a realistic insertion force model, it is necessary to recruit expert 

nurses with as much experience as possible for building the model. In the study, all the subjects 

have more than 10 years of experience in NGT placement and they are considered very 

experienced.  

The generalized force model gives the amount of insertion force as a function of the 

degree of lubrication, neck flexion angle, insertion speed and depth. The relationships between 

the insertion force and the four inputs can be studied graphically using a surface plot. Fig. 9 

shows the force-speed-depth relationship when the degree of lubrication is 1 and the neck flexion 

angle is 45°. Furthermore, the relationships between the force and depth under different 

conditions can also be visualized. The effect of lubrication when the neck flexion angle is 90° 

and the insertion speed is 30 mm/s as shown in Fig. 10(a); the effect of neck flexion angle when 

the degree of lubrication is 1 and insertion speed is 30 mm/s in Fig. 10(b); and the effect of 

insertion speed when the degree of lubrication is 1 and the neck flexion angle is 90° in Fig. 
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10(c). It can be seen from these figures that the generalized model can simulate the reduction of 

insertion force when lubrication is applied; the increase in insertion force when the neck is not 

flexed, i.e. when the neck flexion angle is 0°; as well as the increase in insertion force with 

insertion speed. The simulated results are consistent with the experience described by the 

subjects. 

 
 
Fig. 9. 3D surface plot of the force-depth-speed relationship of the proposed fuzzy-logic-based model (lubrication = 

1 and neck angle =45 degrees). 
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Fig. 10. The effect of (a) lubrication, (b) neck flexion angle and (c) insertion speed on the relationship between the 

insertion force and insertion depth (the settings are in the main text). 

 

To investigate the extent of variation of the force model, the fuzzy-logic based force 

models derived respectively from the experience of the individual four nursing experts are 

compared. Under the same parameter setting, the 2D force-depth curves of the four models are 

plotted and shown in Fig. 11. It can be seen that the force profiles and trends are quite similar. 

Initially the forces rise when the NGT collides with the passages of the nasal cavity and then 

drop slightly. After the NGT reaches nasopharynx, the forces increase again and peak in the 

passage of oropharynx, while the peak value for S2 is relatively higher. The force magnitudes of 

all the four subjects are close after the NGT enters the esophagus. In the final model, the curves 

are obtained by averaging the forces of the individual models. 
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Fig. 11. Force-depth curves exported from the force models based on different fuzzy rules of four subjects with the 

same membership functions. The insertion speed is set to 50 mm/s; NGT lubrication level is 1.0; neck flexion angle 

is 60˚. 

 

 

3.5 Comparison with Physics-based Model 

The method proposed here is compared with a physics-based model developed based on 

nonlinear FEM [4], where the insertion forces of a tube being inserted from the nostril to the 

laryngopharynx at a constant speed is simulated offline, and the wall of the passage is modeled 

as rigid body. In Fig. 12, the forces generated from this approach are compared with that from 

the proposed fuzzy-logic based method. For the fuzzy-logic based model, it can be seen that the 

force increases quickly before it reaches the wall of nasopharynx at a depth of about 22 mm. The 

force then decreases slightly. This phenomenon agrees with the experience of the nurses. 
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Fig. 12. Comparison between the proposed fuzzy-logic based approach and physics-based method. 

 

4. Haptic Rendering 

The fuzzy-logic-based model discussed in the last section simulates the insertion force en 

route when the NGT is continuously inserted along the nasogastric passage to the stomach. In 

practice, the tube is instead inserted stroke by stroke, advancing through the nostril into the body 

by a certain length at each stroke, until reaching the stomach. Hence, it is necessary to model the 

static and dynamic friction during the process, i.e., the friction forces arise from the situations 

when an insertion force is applied but yet to advance the tube (i.e. static friction), and when the 

force is large enough to counteract the friction and move the tube (i.e. dynamic friction). When 

the tube moves, the insertion force is governed by the proposed fuzzy-logic-based force model. 

The modeling of the friction forces during NGT placement is explained in Section 4.1 and the 

incorporation of the fuzzy-logic-based force model is presented in Section 4.2.  
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When a force is applied to the NGT, before tube advancement can actually take place, 

static friction is created by the adhesive force between the tube and the surrounding tissues along 

the nasogastric passage to resist the tube from being inserted into the body. Under this situation, 

the relative velocity between the NGT and the tissues in contact is very small and close to zero. 

The static friction  Fs is given by, 

�� = �� − ��,       (3) 

where k is a coefficient depending on the tube-passage contact conditions; X is the displacement 

of the NGT in the passage, µ is a damping factor, and V is the speed of insertion. As the tube is 

pushed harder, the static friction caused by adhesion becomes larger. When the insertion force 

exceeds a threshold value Fm, the stick-slip phenomenon occurs and the tube begins to 

experience dynamic friction Fd which is smaller than Fs. The relation between the maximum 

static friction force and the dynamic friction force is: �� = �1 + ��� , where τ is a constant. 

Beyond this point, the tube can be inserted more readily as the friction force drops slightly to Fd. 

According to the conventional Coulomb force model, the dynamic friction remains relatively 

constant. However, it does not apply to NGT placement because the contact conditions vary 

along the nasogastric passage. In this paper, the dynamic friction is instead modeled using the 

force data pre-computed with the fuzzy-logic-based force model presented in Section 3. The 

modeling of the static and dynamic friction during an insertion stroke is depicted schematically 

in Fig. 13. 

The friction force model proposed here is similar to those developed for the simulation of 

needle insertion [49]. In both cases, before the needle (or the NGT) begins to slide, the 

interactions between the advancing needle (or tube) and the soft tissues result in surface 

deformation and large displacement of the tissues, which also creates friction forces. Once 
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sliding occurs, dynamic friction comes into play, which, in the case of NGT insertion, is given by 

the proposed fuzzy-logic-based force model.  

 
Fig. 13. Static and dynamic friction during an insertion stroke. 

 

4.2 Force Rendering 

Refer to the force rendering process shown in Fig. 14, after the construction of the FIS as 

described in Section 3, the four inputs – lubrication, NFA, insertion depth and speed – are then 

fed into the system. In the FIS, the inputs are first fuzzified using the input membership functions. 

The system then combines the fuzzified inputs using the fuzzy rules to generate the rule strength, 

and the output membership functions are used to compute the rule consequences. Next, all the 

rule consequences are assembled to produce an output distribution which is defuzzified to yield 

the crisp output, i.e. the insertion force. Finally, the insertion force obtained from the FIS is 

integrated with the force computed by the static friction force model (see Fig. 13 and Equation 

(3)) to generate the final feedback force to be felt by the hand of the user through the haptic 

stylus.  
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Fig. 14. Block diagram of force composition of the NGT placement simulation. 

 

5. Haptic Simulation System 

Based on the proposed fuzzy-logic-based force model, a prototype system is developed to 

simulate the haptic feedback during NGT placement. Details of the system are presented in this 

section, including model tuning, prototype system and assessment.  

5.1 System Overview 

The framework of the fuzzy-logic-based haptic simulation system for NGT placement is 

shown in Fig. 15. It contains individual modules for 3D scene visualization, graphical user 

interface (GUI) and force computation. In graphics rendering, geometrical models of the head of 

the patient, the hand of the user, and the NGT are visualized using OpenGL. In haptic rendering, 

the NGT insertion force is calculated based on the fuzzy-logic-based force model and the friction 

force model mentioned in the previous sections. The computed force is then transferred to the 

haptic rendering module to drive the haptic device at the refresh rate of 1 kHz using the 

OpenHaptics Toolkit. The GUI module provides users with the guidelines of NGT placement 

and the real-time information about the simulated placement, e.g. the temporal insertion force 

and the position of the NGT inside the body. The 3D graphics rendering module and the haptic 

rendering module are implemented with C++ programming language, whereas the GUI is 

programmed with C#. The communication between haptic and simulation modules is based on 
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named pipes, where TCP/IP socket protocol is utilized for inter-module communications. Finally, 

that data that can be used to evaluate the performance of the users, e.g. NGT position, insertion 

speed, insertion force and completion time, are logged and recorded in a database.  

 
 

Fig. 15. Framework of the prototype NGT placement simulator. 

 

5.2 Model Tuning 

For the proposed fuzzy-logic-based model, as it is necessary to adjust the shape of the 

membership functions and the fuzzy rules manually and iteratively, an editor is developed in the 

GUI module of the simulation system to facilitate the adjustment. Fig. 16(a) shows the 

screenshot of the editor. User can manually edit the shape of the membership functions by 

adjusting the control points using a scroll bar. The insertion force computed with the fuzzy-logic-

based model is updated in real time in response to the changes in shape of the membership 

functions. The GUI for editing the fuzzy rules is shown in Fig. 16(b). User can add or remove the 

fuzzy rules using the GUI. After the adjustments are made, the fuzzy-logic-based model can be 

exported for use in the haptic simulation system to render the insertion force of NGT placement.  
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 (a)  (b)    

Fig. 16. Screenshots of GUI for adjusting (a) the membership function and (b) fuzzy rule base of the proposed 

fuzzy-logic-based force model. 

5.3 Prototype System 

5.3.1 Hardware User Interface 

The fuzzy-logic-based haptic simulation system for NGT placement is implemented on a 

computer with an Intel Core i7-4712HQ (2.30 GHz) processor and 4 GB RAM, running 

Microsoft Windows 7 as the operating system. The simulator is equipped with a 3D-printed 

surface model of human head as shown in top of Fig. 17. The posterior part of the head model is 

cut away to allow space for mounting the haptic device. To provide a user interface with the 

look-and-feel similar to a real NGT, the original stylus is replaced with a soft plastic tube, where 

a micro-switch is put inside the tube, as shown the in the bottom of Fig. 17. The micro-switch 

can be actuated by pressing the wall of the plastic tube to generate a signal to the simulator via 

the adaptor connected to the haptic device. The signal is used by the virtual environment to 

invoke the simulation of the action of grabbing the virtual tube. The customized tubular user 

interface is inserted through the nostril of the 3D-printed head model from the back to allow user 

to move it from the front (top right of Fig. 17). The 3D hand model in the virtual environment is 

maneuvered using the customized interface. The virtual tube is grabbed when it is touched by the 

virtual hand and the micro-switch is pressed. With the tube grabbed, it can then be moved and 
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inserted into the nostril. The virtual environment is synchronized and updated according to the 

maneuver of the tubular user interface. In the meantime, the corresponding insertion force is 

computed and sent to the haptic device. The feedback forces are rendered and transferred to the 

user’s hand. At the end of an insertion stroke, the tube and the micro-switch are released, and the 

haptic stylus naturally returns to the start position under gravity. The next insertion stroke can be 

then performed in the same way. The force recorded in a simulated NGT placement training 

using the system is shown in Fig. 18.  

  
Fig. 17. The setup of the proposed simulation system. 

 

 
Fig. 18. Insertion force recorded in real time during the course of placement. 

 

5.3.2 GUI and Virtual Environment 

The GUI of the prototype system consists of two main parts: (1) 2D representation of 

visual cues to assist the users to perform NGT placement, including instructional texts describing 
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the steps of the NGT placement procedure, a schematic diagram indicating the real-time position 

of the tube inside the body, an a real-time graph showing the insertion force being applied during 

the course of placement; (2) 3D representation of the patient, the NGT and the user’s hand in the 

virtual environment, where the side view and front view of the virtual patient’s head with the 

tube being inserted are rendered interactively in real time. The GUI of the system is shown in Fig. 

19. 

When the tube is being inserted into the virtual patent in the 3D environment, the 

corresponding position of the tube inside the nasogastric passage is displayed interactively in the 

2D GUI, emulating the visual images of chest radiography that is used clinically for locating the 

NGT inside the body. Furthermore, nurse-patient interaction is also simulated such that when the 

NGT approaches the resistive pharyngeal region, the user can press a button in the 2D GUI to 

“instruct” the virtual patient to flex his neck to facilitate tube insertion in that region. The action 

of neck flexing is animated interactively in the 3D virtual environment. 

 

 
 

Fig. 19. GUI of the NGT placement simulator: (from left to right) instructional text; schematic diagram showing the 

position of NGT inside the body, with real-time plot of insertion force applied displayed below; front view and side 

view of virtual patient. 

 

5.4 Usability Evaluation  
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Nine clinical teachers were invited to evaluate the usability of the prototype and the 

applicability for NGT placement training. They were all experienced in teaching NGT placement. 

Four of them have over 16 years of experience, and three with 7 to 9 years. All the participants 

are right-handed, with neither haptic deficit nor previous experience in using haptic devices. A 

questionnaire of six items was designed for the participants to rate the usability of the simulator 

and to collect their comments [50]. A 7-point Likert scale (with 1 indicating “strongly disagree” 

to 7 indicating “strongly agree”) was adopted. The items are listed as follows: 

Q1. The procedure of the simulator is clear. 

Q2. The graphical display of the simulator is realistic. 

Q3. The insertion forces of the simulator are realistic. 

Q4. The simulation experience will help learners to better perform NGT insertion with the real patients. 

Q5. The simulator can be used to substitute the use of standard mannequin for NGT insertion training. 

Q6. The simulator can be used in nursing curriculum to assist NGT insertion training. 

The results are shown in Table 3. The participants tended to agree that the procedures simulated 

were clear (Q1) and that the simulator was of educational value for clinical teaching (Q4 and Q6), 

where the average score of the corresponding three items was greater than 5. For the other three 

items (Q2, Q3 and Q5), the average score was between 4 and 5. Regarding the quality of the 

graphical display (Q2), it was suggested that the procedure estimating the tube insertion length 

before the placement could be simulated, i.e., requiring the trainee to put the virtual tube from 

the nose tip to the ear lope and then the xiphoid of the virtual patient. Furthermore, in addition to 

the resistive intubation forces, the simulation of facial expressions and body movements of the 

virtual patient was recommended for they are important cues to suggest the trainee to adjust the 

ways of placement during the procedure. The participants found that the simulated forces were 

quite realistic. However, moderate scores were only given to item Q3, which was indeed largely 

due to the need to press the micro-switch inside the plastic tube. The participants opined that 
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such action was not counter-intuitive and affected their perception in feeling the forces. Besides, 

the participants considered that, despite the inability of simulating the real anatomy and the 

insertion forces, the use of rubber mannequin remained a useful tool for experiential learning of 

NGT placement (Q5). Nevertheless, they agreed that the virtual NGT simulator was a 

complementary and helpful approach to mannequin-based teaching, as reflected by their 

favorable responses in items Q4 and Q6. 

Table 3 Results of usability evaluation by the subjects. 
Question Mean S.D. Min Max 

1 5.78 0.83 5 7 

2 4.89 1.17 3 7 

3 4.44 0.88 3 7 

4 5.22 0.97 4 7 

5 4.89 1.54 3 7 

6 5.44 1.24 3 7 

 

6. Discussions 

The paper proposes a force model to simulate the insertion force during NGT placement. 

Instead of modeling the interactions with physics-based approaches or attempting to obtain the 

actual force data by measurement, the proposed method directly capitalizes the knowledge of 

experienced clinicians using a fuzzy-logic-based approach to derive the insertion force. Nurses 

and clinical teachers have been recruited to evaluate the prototype system. They find that the 

tactile feeling generated by the proposed force model is similar to their experience in real NGT 

insertion, and consider that the haptic simulation system could be a useful training tool to 

complement the existing pedagogical approaches in clinical education.   

 The proposed force model is developed with the settings determined by trial-and-error 

adjustment. While the membership functions of insertion speed, depth and force can be obtained 

by clustering or averaging, interactive manual tuning of the functions is also required. In this 

tuning process, the positions of the control points of the membership functions are adjusted 

manually in order to yield an optimal mapping with the linguistic terms or output values. This is 
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not straightforward and indeed counter-intuitive to the clinicians. Repetitive adjustments are 

needed to obtain a force model that can satisfactorily reflect the experience of the clinicians. The 

tedium of the tuning process may adversely affect the effectiveness of the transfer of expert 

knowledge to the fuzzy-logic-based force model.  

It can be seen from Fig. 9 that, since the force-depth curves are relatively flat, the fuzzy-

logic-based model cannot reflect the subtle changes in insertion force along the esophagus. This 

is because the membership functions of insertion depth that correspond to the region of 

esophagus have low resolution in the input space. The modeling of insertion force may be 

improved by using fuzzy rules with linguistic terms to allow clinicians to directly refer to their 

previous experience of force changes when the NGT is being inserted into the esophagus. 

However, it may also be difficult for them to relate the fuzzy rules to their experience, and thus 

introduce errors into the model. A more straightforward solution is to divide the section of 

esophagus in the nasogastric passage into several segments so that the resolution of the 

membership functions could be increased, at the expense of complexity due to the ensuing 

increase in the number of fuzzy rules.  

Trapezoidal membership functions are used in the study to develop the fuzzy-logic-based 

force model. Other types of functions such as Gaussian functions could also be adopted. The 

effect of the shape of membership functions on the performance of the force model will be 

investigated to identify an optimal configuration that can realistically reproduce the tactile 

feeling of the clinicians during real NGT placement. 

In the proposed approach, the insertion force and the static friction force are modeled 

separately, with the former simulated based on the fuzzy system to obtain offline insertion force 

data and the latter computed analytically in real time. The two forces are not modeled 
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simultaneously by the fuzzy system since it is considered difficult for users to differentiate the 

two types of forces. It is also not intuitive for them to describe the extent of static friction using 

linguistic terms. 

The fuzzy-logic-based force model presented in the paper is developed based upon the 

knowledge of four experienced clinicians who were all very experienced in NGT placement. To 

further improve the representativeness of the force model, more subjects with solid experience in 

NGT placement will be recruited. The model can indeed be continuously optimized with 

contributions from more experienced clinicians. The ultimate model established can then serve 

as the benchmark for training novice clinicians.  

The realism of the proposed simulator is assessed by experienced clinical teachers. 

Quantitative assessment of the accuracy would require the physical measurement of the in-vivo 

insertion forces on human subjects, which is technically difficult and could lead to ethical 

concerns. Besides, special sensors and delicate customization are needed to modify the NGT for 

insertion force measurement. Alternatively, the forces might be estimated indirectly using 

advanced medical equipment like high-resolution esophageal manometry, which is a device used 

to measure the pressure during swallowing and evaluate the esophageal motility for the diagnosis 

of digestive diseases. Given the difference in texture and flexibility, the estimation does not 

necessarily represent the real NGT insertion forces. Consider that such equipment is not 

available for the present study and obtaining research ethical approval from hospitals as well as 

consents from patients could be an issue, the realism of the proposed simulator is only evaluated 

through subjective evaluation by experienced clinicians. In clinical education, the competence of 

NGT placement, indeed, is evaluated by examiners who make observations on the performance 

of the trainees and grade using a checklist. 
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In the proposed model, different fuzzy rules are pre-set and then selected by individual 

subjects based on their knowledge and experience. The models developed for each of the 

subjects are averaged to yield the generalized forced model by assuming that the subjects are all 

equally and very experienced. Otherwise, if the modeling is resorted to intermediates due to 

unavailability of experts, which is not desirable, it is then necessary to assign an appropriate 

weight for each individual model according to the level of experience of the subject and compute 

the weighted average. NGT insertion is a clinical skill depending on the interplay of 

competencies in dexterous skill, guidance given to the patient to cooperate, and other clinical 

conditions. The more the NGT placement experience, the better the competency. Therefore, 

experience can be chosen as a weighting factor in the model. The level of experience can be 

expressed quantitatively with the number of years of experience, or identified categorically by 

classifying the subjects into discrete groups, e.g. beginners, intermediates and expert. However, 

the relationship between weighting and experience level is not straightforward. Data of real 

insertion forces are probably needed to establish a gold standard, so that the discrepancy between 

an individual model and the reality can be obtained to determine the corresponding weight, but 

in-vivo measurement of the NGT insertion force is non-trivial and practically difficult as 

discussed above. 

  

7. Conclusion 

In this paper, a fuzzy-logic-based force model is proposed for NGT placement simulation. 

The force model is developed by directly leveraging the experience of clinicians in actual 

operations. The membership functions of the fuzzy system are defined by clustering, averaging 

and voting mechanism. The fuzzy rules are formulated based on the experience of clinicians and 
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the fuzzy rule base is thus constructed. The membership functions and the fuzzy rules are 

adjusted interactively and iteratively until the feeling rendered by the force model was in 

agreement with the experience of the clinicians. A generalized force model is then created by 

averaging to integrate the force models of the individual clinicians. Integrating the friction force 

model, the fuzzy-logic-based method is used to generate the insertion force and drive the haptic 

device. This methodology is proposed to deal with the difficulty in quantifying the insertion 

force during real NGT placement. It can also be applied to the other similar situations, e.g. 

medical intubation or palpation, where in-vivo measurements are difficult for the modeling of the 

haptic feedback. 

Based on the proposed force model, a prototype haptic simulation system for NGT 

placement is implemented. The system has been assessed by clinical teachers with extensive 

NGT placement experience. Their comments are positive and suggested that the simulator has 

good potential to be used in nursing curriculum to assist students in learning NGT placement. 

Further trials will be conducted with experienced clinicians and nursing students to evaluate the 

performance of the force model and the effectiveness of the haptic simulation system in NGT 

placement training. 
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Appendix 

 

Table A1. Fuzzy rules in the questionnaire. 

No. Rule 
Very 

Small 
Small Medium Large 

Very 

Large 

1 IF Tube Lubrication IS Poor AND Tube Tip Position IS in Nasal 
Cavity, THEN Force Change IS: 

� � � � � 

2 IF Tube Lubrication IS Poor AND Tube Tip Position IS in 

Nasopharynx, THEN Force Change IS: 
� � � � � 

3 IF Tube Lubrication IS Poor AND Tube Tip Position IS in 
Oropharynx, THEN Force Change IS: 

� � � � � 

4 IF Tube Lubrication IS Poor AND Tube Tip Position IS in 

Laryngopharynx THEN Force Change IS: 
� � � � � 

5 IF Tube Lubrication IS Poor AND Tube Tip Position IS in 
Oesophagus, THEN Force Change IS: 

� � � � � 

6 IF Tube Lubrication IS Medium AND Tube Tip Position IS in 

Nasal Cavity, THEN Force Change IS:  
� � � � � 

7 IF Tube Lubrication IS Medium AND Tube Tip Position IS in 
Nasopharynx, THEN Force Change IS: 

� � � � � 

8 IF Tube Lubrication IS Medium AND Tube Tip Position IS in 

Oropharynx, THEN Force Change IS: 
� � � � � 

9 IF Tube Lubrication IS Medium AND Tube Tip Position IS in 
Laryngopharynx, THEN Force Change IS: 

� � � � � 

10 IF Tube Lubrication IS Medium AND Tube Tip Position IS in 

Oesophagus, THEN Force Change IS: 
� � � � � 

11 IF Tube Lubrication IS Well AND Tube Tip Position IS in Nasal 

Cavity, THEN Force Change IS: 
� � � � � 

12 IF Tube Lubrication IS Well AND Tube Tip Position IS in 

Nasopharynx, THEN Force Change IS: 
� � � � � 

13 IF Tube Lubrication IS Well AND Tube Tip Position IS in 

Oropharynx, THEN Force Change IS: 
� � � � � 

14 IF Tube Lubrication IS Well AND Tube Tip Position IS in 

Laryngopharynx, THEN Force Change IS: 
� � � � � 

15 IF Tube Lubrication IS Well AND Tube Tip Position IS in 

Oesophagus, THEN Force Change IS: 
� � � � � 

16 IF Neck Flexion IS Small AND Tube Tip Position IS in Nasal 

Cavity, THEN Force Change IS: 
� � � � � 

17 IF Neck Flexion IS Small AND Tube Tip Position IS in 

Nasopharynx, THEN Force Change IS: 
� � � � � 

18 IF Neck Flexion IS Small AND Tube Tip Position IS in 

Oropharynx, THEN Force Change IS: 
� � � � � 

19 IF Neck Flexion IS Small AND Tube Tip Position IS in 

Laryngopharynx, THEN Force Change IS: 
� � � � � 

20 IF Neck Flexion IS Small AND Tube Tip Position IS in 

Oesophagus, THEN Force Change IS: 
� � � � � 

21 IF Neck Flexion IS Medium AND Tube Tip Position IS in Nasal 

Cavity, THEN Force Change IS: 
� � � � � 

22 IF Neck Flexion IS Medium AND Tube Tip Position IS in 

Nasopharynx, THEN Force Change IS: 
� � � � � 

23 IF Neck Flexion IS Medium AND Tube Tip Position IS in 

Oropharynx, THEN Force Change IS: 
� � � � � 

24 IF Neck Flexion IS Medium AND Tube Tip Position IS in 
Laryngopharynx, THEN Force Change IS: 

� � � � � 

25 IF Neck Flexion IS Medium AND Tube Tip Position IS in 

Oesophagus, THEN Force Change IS: 
� � � � � 

26 IF Neck Flexion IS Large AND Tube Tip Position IS in Nasal 
Cavity, THEN Force Change IS: 

� � � � � 

27 IF Neck Flexion IS Large AND Tube Tip Position IS in 

Nasopharynx, THEN Force Change IS: 
� � � � � 

28 IF Neck Flexion IS Large AND Tube Tip Position IS in 
Oropharynx, THEN Force Change IS: 

� � � � � 

29 IF Neck Flexion IS Large AND Tube Tip Position IS in 

Laryngopharynx, THEN Force Change IS: 
� � � � � 

30 IF Neck Flexion IS Large AND Tube Tip Position IS in 
� � � � � 
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Oesophagus, THEN Force Change IS: 

31 IF Speed IS Slow AND Tube Tip Position IS in Nasal Cavity, 

THEN Force Change IS: 
� � � � � 

32 IF Speed IS Slow AND Tube Tip Position IS in Nasopharynx, 

THEN Force Change IS: 
� � � � � 

33 IF Speed IS Slow AND Tube Tip Position IS in Oropharynx, 

THEN Force Change IS: 
� � � � � 

34 IF Speed IS Slow AND Tube Tip Position IS in Laryngopharynx, 

THEN Force Change IS: 
� � � � � 

35 IF Speed IS Slow AND Tube Tip Position IS in Oesophagus, 

THEN Force Change IS: 
� � � � � 

36 IF Speed IS Medium AND Tube Tip Position IS in Nasal Cavity, 

THEN Force Change IS: 
� � � � � 

37 IF Speed IS Medium AND Tube Tip Position IS in Nasopharynx, 

THEN Force Change IS: 
� � � � � 

38 IF Speed IS Medium AND Tube Tip Position IS in Oropharynx, 
THEN Force Change IS: 

� � � � � 

39 IF Speed IS Medium AND Tube Tip Position IS in 

Laryngopharynx, THEN Force Change IS: 
� � � � � 

40 IF Speed IS Medium AND Tube Tip Position IS in Oesophagus, 
THEN Force Change IS: 

� � � � � 

41 IF Speed IS Fast AND Tube Tip Position IS in Nasal Cavity, 

THEN Force Change IS: 
� � � � � 

42 IF Speed IS Fast AND Tube Tip Position IS in Nasopharynx, 
THEN Force Change IS: 

� � � � � 

43 IF Speed IS Fast AND Tube Tip Position IS in Oropharynx, 

THEN Force Change IS: 
� � � � � 

44 IF Speed IS Fast AND Tube Tip Position IS in Laryngopharynx, 
THEN Force Change IS: 

� � � � � 

45 IF Speed IS Fast AND Tube Tip Position IS in Oesophagus, 

THEN Force Change IS: 
� � � � � 
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Table A2 Fuzzy rules in the fuzzy rule base of subject S4.  
No.  Fuzzy Rules 

1. IF Tube Lubrication IS Well AND Tube Tip Position IS in Nasal Cavity THEN Force IS Very Small 
2. IF Tube Lubrication IS Well AND Tube Tip Position IS in Nasopharynx THEN Force IS Small 

3. IF Tube Lubrication IS Well AND Tube Tip Position IS in Laryngopharynx THEN Force IS Small 

4. IF Tube Lubrication IS Well AND Tube Tip Position IS in Esophagus THEN Force IS Medium 
5. IF Tube Lubrication IS Well AND Tube Tip Position IS in Stomach THEN Force IS Very Small 

6. IF Tube Lubrication IS Medium AND Tube Tip Position IS in Nasal Cavity THEN Force IS Very Small 

7. IF Tube Lubrication IS Medium AND Tube Tip Position IS in Nasopharynx THEN Force IS Small 
8. IF Tube Lubrication IS Medium AND Tube Tip Position IS in Laryngopharynx THEN Force IS Small 

9. IF Tube Lubrication IS Medium AND Tube Tip Position IS in Esophagus THEN Force IS Large 

10. IF Tube Lubrication IS Medium AND Tube Tip Position IS in Stomach THEN Force IS Small 
11. IF Tube Lubrication IS Poor AND Tube Tip Position IS in Nasal Cavity THEN Force IS Large 

12. IF Tube Lubrication IS Poor AND Tube Tip Position IS in Nasopharynx THEN Force IS Very Large 

13.             IF Tube Lubrication IS Poor AND Tube Tip Position IS in Laryngopharynx THEN Force IS Very Large 
14.             IF Tube Lubrication IS Poor AND Tube Tip Position IS in Esophagus THEN Force IS Very Large 

15.             IF Tube Lubrication IS Poor AND Tube Tip Position IS in Stomach THEN Force IS Large 

16.             IF Neck Flexion IS Small AND Tube Tip Position IS in Nasal Cavity THEN Force IS Very Small 
17.             IF Neck Flexion IS Small AND Tube Tip Position IS in Nasopharynx THEN Force IS Medium 

18.             IF Neck Flexion IS Small AND Tube Tip Position IS in Laryngopharynx THEN Force IS Medium 

19.             IF Neck Flexion IS Small AND Tube Tip Position IS in Esophagus THEN Force IS Medium 
20.             IF Neck Flexion IS Small AND Tube Tip Position IS in Stomach THEN Force IS Small 

21.             IF Neck Flexion IS Medium AND Tube Tip Position IS in Nasal Cavity THEN Force IS Very Small 

22.             IF Neck Flexion IS Medium AND Tube Tip Position IS in Nasopharynx THEN Force IS Medium 
23.             IF Neck Flexion IS Medium AND Tube Tip Position IS in Laryngopharynx THEN Force IS Medium 

24.             IF Neck Flexion IS Medium AND Tube Tip Position IS in Esophagus THEN Force IS Medium 

25.             IF Neck Flexion IS Medium AND Tube Tip Position IS in Stomach THEN Force IS Small 
26.             IF Neck Flexion IS Large AND Tube Tip Position IS in Nasal Cavity THEN Force IS Very Small 

27.             IF Neck Flexion IS Large AND Tube Tip Position IS in Nasopharynx THEN Force IS Medium 

28.             IF Neck Flexion IS Large AND Tube Tip Position IS in Laryngopharynx THEN Force IS Large 
29.             IF Neck Flexion IS Large AND Tube Tip Position IS in Esophagus THEN Force IS Very Large 

30.             IF Neck Flexion IS Large AND Tube Tip Position IS in Stomach THEN Force IS Medium 

31.             IF Speed IS Slow AND Tube Tip Position IS in Nasal Cavity THEN Force IS Very Small 
32.             IF Speed IS Slow AND Tube Tip Position IS in Nasopharynx THEN Force IS Medium 

33.             IF Speed IS Slow AND Tube Tip Position IS in Laryngopharynx THEN Force IS Medium 

34.             IF Speed IS Slow AND Tube Tip Position IS in Esophagus THEN Force IS Small 
35.             IF Speed IS Slow AND Tube Tip Position IS in Stomach THEN Force IS Very Small 

36.             IF Speed IS Medium AND Tube Tip Position IS in Nasal Cavity THEN Force IS Small 

37.             IF Speed IS Medium AND Tube Tip Position IS in Nasopharynx THEN Force IS Large 
38.             IF Speed IS Medium AND Tube Tip Position IS in Laryngopharynx THEN Force IS Large 

39.             IF Speed IS Medium AND Tube Tip Position IS in Esophagus THEN Force IS Large 

40.             IF Speed IS Medium AND Tube Tip Position IS in Stomach THEN Force IS Small 
41.             IF Speed IS Fast AND Tube Tip Position IS in Nasal Cavity THEN Force IS Medium 

42.             IF Speed IS Fast AND Tube Tip Position IS in Nasopharynx THEN Force IS Very Large 

43.             IF Speed IS Fast AND Tube Tip Position IS in Laryngopharynx THEN Force IS Very Large 
44.             IF Speed IS Fast AND Tube Tip Position IS in Esophagus THEN Force IS Very Large 

45.             IF Speed IS Fast AND Tube Tip Position IS in Stomach THEN Force IS Large 
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